FGM Ventures LLC dba Petpost
FGM Ventures LLC, and its subsidiaries (“Petpost”) is a member of eBay’s Verified Rights
Owner (VeRO) program. At Petpost, we are a small company with a big heart, and we fully
respect and appreciate those who buy and sell our products in the secondhand market. We
also fully respect the intellectual property of others, and we hold others to the same
standard by enforcing the proper use of our intellectual property.
Petpost Dog Health and Grooming Supplies is on a mission to ensure clean, healthy, and
happy lives to all dogs and pet owners. We are committed to using the highest-quality
natural dog health and grooming products, and providing first class customer service along
the way. We are a small company with a big heart, and we fully respect and appreciate
those who buy and sell our products in the secondhand marketplace. We also fully respect
the intellectual property of others, and we hold others to the same standard by enforcing the
proper use of our intellectual property.
Our intellectual property includes copyrighted material, such as photographic images or
renderings and item descriptions that appear on our website and websites of our licensees.
Only Petpost and our licensees may use our intellectual property. Federal law prohibits the
unauthorized use of Petpost intellectual property. You may have been unaware that this
imagery was subject to license. However, copyright infringement can occur regardless of
knowledge or intent. While being unaware of license requirements is unfortunate, it
does not change liability.
To ensure that your eBay listing is complaint with the law, please refer to your full eBay
contract and the information provided at
Please remember that it is against the law to make any unauthorized reproduction, display,
or distribution of any copyrighted images and item descriptions that belong to Petpost.
We work to ensure that unauthorized uses of our intellectual property are removed from
eBay. Because of the many listings at eBay, however, it is hard to discover and remove all
unauthorized uses of our intellectual property. Simply because others misuse our
intellectual property does not permit you to misuse our intellectual property.
We are happy to provide licenses in certain cases. If you are a Petpost customer, are
interested in using our copyrighted material in your eBay listing of our products, OR are
interested in a drop shipping partnership, please reach out to us at Most importantly: we
truly do value you as one of our esteemed customers, and we want to foster a
healthy relationship that is fair to everyone. Please feel free to reach out to:
Petpost License Compliance Services 817 Broadway - Suite 535 New York, NY 10003
(800) 228-2851 lcs@petpost.us

